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Bella Art was established 8 years ago by Suffolk-based country artist and textile designer 
Lucy Dawson. After a degree in graphic design she ventured out from staring at a 
computer screen in order to pursue a childhood dream of painting.  

Living and working surrounded by beautiful countryside, Lucy takes her inspiration from 
the wildlife and woodland animals that form part of her daily life. Lucy’s stunning original 
paintings are then transformed into her luxury collection of interior lifestyle accessories – 
gorgeous additions for the home and great gifts for country-loving friends and family. 

Key to her business success, Lucy is passionate that her range is made to the very highest 
quality and that all design and manufacture is UK-based. The exquisite hand-made 
collections include country-themed Aprons, Table Runners, Make-Up and Toiletry Bags, 
Cushions, Aga Covers, Tea Towels and Lampshades. Lucy also designs Country Cards, 
Framed Prints - with large limited edition Signed Prints also available. 

Choose homewares and prints featuring proud hares and striking pheasants, wild horses 
and garden birds and accessorize with highland cow and stag cushions, barn owl 
lampshades, and emerald feather table runners.  

Working from her Suffolk studio, Lucy is currently busy creating new and exciting additions 
to the ranges for 2018, which will include further accessories from the very popular 
garden bird collection, new paintings and unique fabrics featuring dogs and a new cat 
design! 

New oven gloves will also be available, alongside table mats, new prints and new cards, 
making Bella Art a one-stop-shop for all country-inspired shopping.  

Lucy is also looking to introduce Bone China Mugs featuring her wildlife paintings into the 
range, all perfectly complementing the other unique designs. 

For all further information please visit: www.bellaart.co.uk or contact Lucy Dawson – 
07919 103 496 - Lucy is also available to discuss bespoke commissions. 

For all press enquiries please contact Kate Chadwick – 0778 672 3958 or e-mail: 
kate@chadwickpr.com 

ENDS   

Note to Editors: 

Bella Art has a gallery situated at Finbows Yard in Bacton, Suffolk, where there is ample 
free parking and a café for refreshments.


